4/27/16 Emerging Technology Trends and the Library Q&A Log
Questions from Live Demco Webinar as answered by Holly Klingler, NE Ohio Regional Library System,
and Janet Nelson, Demco

General

Q: Can you talk more about attending the CES? I thought it was industry only? How did you get tickets? How
expensive was it? How did you pitch it to your supervisor?
A: You are correct that it is industry only, but when I attended CES 2015 and 2016 they allowed educators and
what they called “Industry Affiliates” to participate. You couldn’t be just an individual consumer attending, but you
could in fact attend if you proved that you were associated with an organization, in this case your library. I am not
sure what they will be doing going forward, but in the past this was the case and I hope they don’t change it.
I applied to attend CES through their website (http://www.ces.tech/). They asked for my general information and
then asked for proof that I was affiliated with an organization, which a simple link to my organization’s website
showing my name or a business card sufficed. After they checked and approved me, I registered.
Believe it or not, attending CES is not as expensive as you think. Last year, it cost $100 to visit the exhibits. For
$500, you could also attend some of the programs discussing VR, home automation and more. My first year I
attended the programs, but the second year I just did the exhibits because there’s almost 4,000 exhibits to go to in
a three-day period stretching three major facilities around Vegas and that was more than enough. If you do hotel
and flight early, you can get quite a deal. The rooms are more expensive than usual for Vegas because of the
event, but it all works out to be fairly comparable to a big library conference.
Finally, my pitch to my Director was that I wanted our library organization to be trendsetters (and trendsetting
reporters) rather than just trend followers. In order to do that, I said that we needed to be on top of the newest
technology and bring that new tech back to our customers. Just one visit to CES gives me information for an entire
year on what new tech is coming up and what trends are setting the pace. More and more libraries, and more and
more people, are curious about new tech and it is our responsibility to let them know and get them excited as it
happens. Plus, saying that you can do a conference for under $1,200 doesn’t hurt. ☺
Q: Are there storage or charging lockers available for the devices?
A: The good news is that most of the technology that I talk about and bring to libraries through our NEO Tech Lab
does not take up much space at all and is very transportable. I have almost 40 pieces of technology and all of it fits
nicely in my car as I take it to libraries everywhere. With that being said, you want to be sure to take care of the
tech and keep it from moisture or heated areas. Any storage locker should suffice.
For items that are fragile, I use the Casematix carrying case (http://amzn.to/1SzLprl. See picture, next page), which
allows you to customize the foam for whatever you are carrying. I use this case for the virtual reality headset and
360-camera since the camera has two fisheye lenses that can easily be scratched.
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As for specific charging lockers, Demco does offer the KwikBoost lockers
[http://www.demco.com/goto?BLK00277565] which can be configured to charge different types of technology and
can be upgraded as technology changes. There are also power receptacles that can be included in numerous
furniture items. Search for “powered furniture” on demco.com for options.
As far as chargers are concerned, I have noticed that many do not work as well for some of the emerging tech
because the new tech comes in a variety of sizes and shapes, and a few have and need some unique charging
ports. I use this charging dock to charge many of my devices at once http://amzn.to/1SUYrlc. This charging dock
covers both types of charging cords: the USB and the plug.
Q: How do we get you to our library?
A: I would love to come to your library to discuss and show you the newest tech! Send me an email at
holly.klingler@neo-rls.org and I’d be very happy to discuss options for coming to your library!

Costs and Funding Sources

Q: Could you mention the cost range of some things you show?
A: Every item in our Tech Lab is under $400 each and the vast majority of the items we have are under $200. We
do this specifically because we want emerging tech to be within the grasp of ANY library and ANY person. Most
libraries are working under restrictive budgets, as are your patrons. We try to find tech that gives you a great deal
of value, education and fun for a reasonable cost. I will attach a list of my current tech in the NEO Tech Lab for you.
I don’t have prices on the list simply because I find prices fluctuate so greatly in some of the tech, but you can find
most of the items on Amazon or their designated site at a great price.
Q: Are there any grants to purchase emerging technology devices???
A: That is a great question! I’m a little different in that I work in an organization that trains libraries rather than in a
school, public or special library, so I don’t have the same access to grants and grant opportunities. One
opportunity that I do know about is Google Expeditions, a program aimed at getting virtual reality in schools. They
are currently taking applications for the program, so I would highly encourage schools to apply. Currently they do
not allow libraries to apply which is disappointing, but if more of us ask them then maybe they would consider it?
On Demco, there is a grants database available. Since some of this technology fits in with STEM/STEAM, you may
find opportunities in those areas.
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E-health Devices

Q: Is there concern about people losing track of their own health needs when they have a device that constantly
monitors their needs for them? Like, what if one of these things fails at a time when a diabetic needs sugar or
insulin, but that person doesn't know for themselves what those signs are?
A: The good thing with technology is that when it works it is one of the best trackers for our health simply because
it is not biased. As long as we continue to remain consistent with it, it can really enhance our health and lives, but
we need to be sure that we are not relying too heavily on it. Ultimately, the devices can only state what the facts
and the data are, and we should be mindful to take in that information and process it in addition to how we are
feeling and the symptoms we are experiencing. We really have to be cognizant of what it is telling us and interpret
it from there accordingly. In that way, if we use it as another method of information to help us process what we
are experiencing; the data can actually be a fantastic benefit for better health and well being!
Q: Is there a device that tracks blood sugar without pricking finger?
A: Ironically, about a month ago there was a news article (see below) about a medical breakthrough where
scientists have developed a patch that can detect and monitor glucose without painful pricking by using a person’s
sweat. This patch will also be able to administer drugs through barely noticeable micro-needles. There’s a long way
to go before we see this on the market, but it’s a great step forward.
I have also heard of technology developments using lasers to detect glucose levels (http://www.glucosense.net). It
is still not quite available for market, but it seems that they are much closer to bringing this to consumers, so stay
tuned!
Finally, rumor has it that Google is developing smart contact lenses that check your glucose through tears. Though
this may sound like a far-fetched “moonshot” idea as they call it, there have been reports that they have been
talking to the FDA about it, and they also filed a patent for the technology in the contact lenses (see Time
Magazine report below).
So, while I have personally only seen diabetes devices at CES that just make monitoring your blood sugar easier, it
sounds like we are getting much closer to the time where pricking your finger for testing your sugar can be a thing
of the past. We can hope!
Maldarelli, C. This Wearable patch uses sweat to monitor blood glucose levels. Retrieved April 29, 2016, from
http://www.popsci.com/this-wearable-patch-uses-sweet-to-monitor-blood-glucose-levels
Sifferlin, A. (2015, March 25). Google granted patent for smart contact lens. Retrieved April 29, 2016, from
http://time.com/3758763/google-smart-contact-lens/

Drones

Q: Isn't the government making new rules for drones due to safety/privacy hazards? Is anyone considering
drone regulations if used in libraries? How do these items (drones) affect insurance premiums of libraries
(risks)?
A: One thing we have been learning through the use of drones in the library is that it is still such an emerging
technology that the laws and regulations themselves are having trouble keeping up. I myself have learned a lot
through the experience of having drones in libraries, to the point that I definitely believe that you do need to make
sure that there are safety considerations in place (tutorials for the flyer, announcing to others in the room that
there’s a drone about to fly, blade protectors, etc.). With the drones that we have (the two suggested in the
presentation) you don’t need to register them at all. That being said, you need to make sure that there are some
safety regulations in place because they are not easy to fly, especially the ones that are cheaper. I always make
sure to use blade protectors in order to cut down on the risk of injury.
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You bring up a good question regarding insurance premiums. Though I have not experienced any changes just yet,
I believe it is simply because it is still so new. You might want to consider doing a waiver first if you are going to do
a drone program. I have not had anyone get injured with a drone before, but I have had younger kids try it out and
they weren’t aware of how fast it could fly. Again, anything can happen so it’s best to be prepared.
As these new emerging technologies are coming in the library we are going to continue learning, and that it is so
important to be able to share that information with other libraries trying out this new tech. As far as I know there
have not been any strict regulations for use in libraries but we should certainly be looking at developing safety
measures in addition to the fun aspect of drones.

Q: Can you tell us the name of the drones again?
Q: What were the names of the drones that are easy to use in the library?
A: The drones that I have had experience with and have found to be both fairly safe and fairly durable are the ones
listed below with their current prices as of 4/29/16. (As you can see, you can get a decent drone for under $40!)
Because they are cheap, they do not have all the bells and whistles. Therefore, they are not super easy to fly, but
they are great starter drones for people.
• Holy Stone HS170 ($39.99)
• Syma X11 with propeller protection ($27.98)
• Hubsan X4 H107C ($32.90)
• Cheerson CX-10 mini-drone ($15.38)
Q: How do drones fit in the libraries?
A: This is a question I get asked a lot and it’s truly become a great lesson to me as I’ve experienced how drones and
emerging tech, in general, fits in libraries. First, I’ll give you a couple of the practical reasons:
The drones have become a great way to get teens and tweens engaged! The programs and STEAM workshops that
advertise drone flying bring very high attendance. Kids really want to try them out, and parents want to see what
the buzz (pun intended) is all about. When they realize that drones are reasonably priced, they get even more
excited. Librarians, as a result, have suggested drone programs like “Game of Drones” where you have an obstacle
course or drone makerspace programs where you can build your own drones. These are just a couple of fun
examples that staff have cleverly come up with to use drones in programs.
Advertising of drone programs or having/flying drones in your library is also a fantastic way to get people’s
attention and let them know that libraries aren’t “just about books”, but they are about relevance. Drones are
HUGE in the news right now and it’s great to demonstrate that your library is paying attention and can educate
you on a variety of cutting edge topics.
But in truth, the drones have grown to become much more of a valuable tool and lesson for emerging tech in
libraries. I’ve learned that we don’t always need to have specific, concrete answers for how they fit in the library in
order for us to use them. If they get people excited to learn and explore emerging tech, then it’s worth it. Believe
me, I wasn’t always comfortable with that.
I was at first very hesitant to add a drone to our Traveling Tech Lab because I couldn’t quite answer the question of
how they fit in the library setting. I felt that before we got any tech in the Lab, it had to be directly apparent how it
related to libraries. But we ended up getting a drone nonetheless.
At first, library staff would often get excited about trying a drone but then quickly would become curious as to how
it could fit in their library. I initially tried giving answers such as, “Well, Amazon is considering delivery of books via
drone in the future. Who could be our next drone librarian?” or, “Drones could be our next interlibrary loan
carrier!” and even, “No more shenanigans in the stacks! Just fly your drone over there to monitor!” (Okay, that
one’s a big stretch). Those all seemed like less-than-justifiable reasons to have a drone in a library.
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But while I couldn’t quite give a justifiably technical reason for why we have drones in the library, I began learning
that it was one of the very best and most important pieces of technology that we had in our Tech Lab. It simply got
people to play and it got people excited to learn and try emerging tech! Usually, when I have all of the tech
displayed for a staff and patron program, I say, “Please feel free to dig in!” They will often just look from a distance
or very gingerly tinker with the tech. But, when I say, “Do you want to fly a drone?” their eyes light up and they
say, “YEAH!” They grab that controller and fly that drone all over, laughing and eager to fly more. Then, almost
inevitably, they start trying the other emerging tech, really playing and digging in, excited to learn more about
everything.
So, I stopped justifying the drones. They have become an incredible tool to get people enthusiastic to learn about
and incorporate emerging tech into their lives and libraries. It shocks people out of thinking “fitting it in” and it
puts them into the patron’s perspective of just wanting to learn and explore more, and it also inspires them to find
new, relevant ways to see this new tech in libraries. I’m actually still learning the benefits of how invaluable this
can be to libraries and staff. But as a result, I started adding other emerging tech gadgets that don’t quite make
sense or seem to fit in a library like personal e-health devices, home automation, virtual reality headsets and
more, and we’ve been so very grateful for how successful that has been.
Therefore, while we certainly need to bring in tech that will be relevant to our library and customers, we also
should allow ourselves a little leeway regarding how it might fit in our libraries if that answer isn’t immediately
apparent to us. Often times, we don’t know until we bring it in!
Now, I’m not suggesting that you buy any and all emerging tech frivolously. I would only suggest that to those with
an unlimited budget (and I don’t think anyone has such a thing … wishful thinking!). One way I have seen libraries
test tech in their libraries is by partnering with organizations and companies to bring the tech in first at little to no
charge. Ask Best Buy or a local hobby club to bring in drones, 3D printers, robots or more for your patrons or staff
to try out. Have a maker fair with various emerging tech available to compare and determine what your
community likes and wants to learn about. These are great ways you can test out the gadgets and the level of
interest in the types of emerging tech in order to better understand how tech like drones and other emerging tech
might fit in your library.
So, long story short, drones fit into the libraries because it gets people excited about learning and using tech, and
more importantly, excited about learning and using emerging tech in libraries!

Virtual Reality

Q: Has anyone become sick or dizzy (stumbling) using VR?
A: I have had people get a bit unstable on their feet using VR. When that happens, they usually take off the
headset or I ask them to sit down. Because I am only demonstrating the headsets to patrons or staff during a onehour program at most, there’s not enough playing time for one person in the program to get sick. However, I have
personally experienced motion sickness from VR. All for science and technology, I decided to see how long I could
“live” in a VR game. I lasted about 30-minutes playing a Gear VR game called “Dreadhalls.” I became so immersed
in the game that it was easy to play for that long. But then, fairly quickly I started to feel like I had spent about 10hours in a car or boat. I took the headset off and had to sit still for a while until the feeling passed. As fun as it is, I
do suggest heeding the warnings to play initially in shorter intervals until you build up a tolerance. Also, be sure to
give those playing VR a seat if need be. Though half the fun is pretending to walk around in VR, you don’t want any
injuries from walking into walls or tables. Learn from my experience (and prior run-ins with walls!)
Q: How durable are the DIY VR headsets? A rough guess as to how many uses we could get out of these with
kids under 12...
A: I can confidently say that I have done at least a dozen if not two dozen hour-long events, some with over 30
children, using the same cardboard VR headset! I will say, though, that the magnet on the side of the headset that
is used to click through an app while the phone is in the headset gets lost almost immediately. Thankfully, that is a
fairly superfluous accessory that really isn’t used much anyways. The lenses sometimes pop out with some rough
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play from time to time, but they can be easily popped back in. For being cardboard, it is quite durable! The
headsets are made of more sturdy cardboard to begin with, and my suggestion is to immediately put clear packing
tape over the area between the lenses for easier cleaning. (See picture below. Lots of foreheads using the
cardboard). The main place where you will see ripping or damage is on the flap where you open to put your phone
in. I saw a tear in the middle of the flap happening and I just reinforced it with a paperclip and duct tape.
Admittedly, it wasn’t pretty but it lasted another several months! Therefore, the cardboard DIY VR headsets are
actually quite durable and can very likely last at least several months on average with moderate use.

Q: We tried Google cardboard, but our problem is that not all patrons have smart phones. Any suggestions for a
good way to have a locked down smart phone that can only be used for the cardboard?
A: We have several donated smart phones that we use in our VR demonstrations. Oftentimes we are present
during the demonstrations to make sure that no one is going into and changing our settings. However, even with
supervision, one quick pull-away from a child for a troubleshooting issue and you return with your phone in
Mandarin or several apps purchased. Therefore, I recommend simply using parental controls or restrictions for
your phone to make sure this doesn’t happen. The patrons will still have access to apps, but they won’t be able to
change settings, purchase anything or mess too much up. Below are both iPhone and Android parental control
restriction instructions.
http://apple.co/1r5oiKG
http://bit.ly/1XZApDH
http://bit.ly/1rHAjqD “Five parental control apps for Android devices”
Q: Are you considering Playstation VR? It will be coming out in October 2016 and plays along with the PS4.
A: We are definitely considering PlayStation VR! Currently, it sounds like it will be a bit more within reach
financially than some of the other headsets. With Oculus Rift, you not only need the headset, which is $600, but a
powerful computer too and that can be upwards of $1,500 dollars collectively. We have a modest budget for the
Tech Lab and try to keep all our tech within about $400 or below unless it is really beneficial and in high demand
for libraries. So the Rift is out of our reach, but the PlayStation may be a bit more feasible.
Q: How do you get the information on the apps?
A: Below is a sample of some of the VR apps available! These apps are available on both the Apple App Store and
on the Google Play Store:
• Google Cardboard: The official cardboard site that allows you to fly around Earth in Google Earth, visit a
museum in Exhibit, take an arctic journey and much more.
• Sites in VR: Visit Egypt, explore castles and ancient ruins, check out palaces and parks. This is your perfect
app for taking your child on a field trip!
• Anatomyou VR: Take a ride through the blood stream, explore the brain or excavate in the bile duct. This
app teaches you anatomy in an exciting way as you experience the body. (See also VR Human Heart, VR
Human Brain, VR Human Ear and much more!)
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•
•

Titans of Space: Learn about the solar system by experiencing it virtually as an astronaut! Learn about the
planets, explore and compare the sizes and much more while getting information from your space
dashboard and even learning through voice-over. This is a truly interactive learning experience.
Jurassic VR: You may think you are walking around in a peaceful park, but look out! There are dinosaurs!
This puts you in the action of what seems to be a Jurassic Jungle. There is little separating you from these
ancient reptiles.

Other Types of Technology

Q: Do you have any examples of use of 3D printers in the Library? Is the cost prohibitive? Thanks.
A: I know that quite a few libraries are testing out 3D printers at this time and have had some great success.
Cleveland Public Library is a great example, where they have their “TechCentral” 3D printing and it is quite
popular! Patrons can email or bring in their 3D model and the library staff will print it out for them. The cost is $.05
a gram of plastic used. They also have classes to teach patrons about the basics of 3D printing. Here is their
associated link: http://cpl.org/thelibrary/subjectscollections/techcentral/3d-printing/
That being said, good, reliable 3D printers are still fairly expensive and 3D printing in general is still not completely
user-friendly. But the good news is that it’s getting there! Hearing announcements like Mattel building a $300,
user-friendly 3D printer to be released this fall (link below) shows us that companies are working hard to make 3D
printing accessible to more and affordable for many. So my personal belief is that it might still be cost-prohibitive
to some libraries at this point, but this won’t be the case for long and 3D printing will soon be within reach of any
library!
Devindra. (2016, February 15). Mattel’s new ThingMaker is a $300 3D printer for toys. Retrieved May 1, 2016, from
http://engt.co/1SS5yYz
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